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A sentence topic is conceived of here as the aboutness topic of a sentence such that the sentence, 
devoid of the topic-referring expression, asserts something about the presupposed topic. The transition 
from sentence Un–1 to Un is a topic continuation if Un shares the topic with Un–1; the transition is a topic 
shift if Un has a topic different from Un–1. Here, we consider shifts with the topic of Un being the non-
topic of Un–1, that is, the topic of Un was mentioned in Un–1 without being its topic. Three self-paced 
reading studies examined two potential linguistic devices to indicate a topic shift in German: the 
constituent order in the immediately preceding context sentence Un–1 (varied within experiments) and 
the type of pronoun in the target sentence (varied between experiments). The first of these two 
devices, realized in Un–1, should raise expectations about an upcoming topic shift whereas the second 
device, realized in Un, performs an unexpected shift. 
 A topic, which figures prominently in a sentence, often has two properties: it is the grammatical 
subject and it is mentioned first in the sentence. A concurrent non-topic may appear as direct object 
mentioned second. In this case, the topic exceeds the non-topic in prominence on both counts, 
grammatical function (subject rather than object) and order of mention (mentioned first rather than 
second). The prominence of topic and non-topic should at least assimilate by switching the constituent 
order from Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) to Object-Verb-Subject (OVS), which – in an adequate 
context – sounds natural in German. A topic figuring as grammatical subject should be less prominent 
if mentioned second rather than first, while the opposite holds for the concurrent direct object. 
Consider our sample item (1), entitled Political Scandal, with (1c) and (1c´) as variants of the target 
sentence for which we measured self-paced reading times as an indicator of comprehensibility. 
 
(1) POLITISCHER SKANDAL ‚POLITICAL SCANDAL‘ 

a Stinksauer reagierte die Kanzlerin auf die Schmiergeldaffäre. 
  ‚Hopping mad, theFEM chancellor·FEM responded to the payola affair.’ 
 b Sie feuerte den Minister auf der Stelle. 
  ‚SheNOM fired theMASC/ACC minister on the spot.’ 
 b´ Den Minister feuerte sie auf der Stelle. 
  ‚TheMASC/ACC minister fired sheNOM on the spot.’ 
 c Sie verweigerte dem Journalisten eine Stellungnahme. 
  ‚SheNOM refused the journalist a comment.’ 
 c´ Er verweigerte dem Journalisten eine Stellungnahme. 
  ‚HeNOM refused the journalist a comment.’ 
 d Für den Abend kündigte sie ein Statement an. 
  ‚SheNOM|HeNOM promised a statement that evening.‘ 

 
Cast in terms of Centering (Grosz et al., 1995; Brennan et al., 1987), the chancellor·FEM (Kanzlerin) in 
(1b) is the backward looking center Cb(1b) according to Rule 1 which claims that if any element in Un 
is realized by a pronoun then Cb(Un) is realized by a pronoun. At the same time, the chancellor·FEM is 
ranked most prominently among Cf(1b), the forward looking centers of (1b), and is hence the 
preferred forward looking center Cp(1b). Likewise, the chancellor·FEM is Cb(1c) and Cp(1c) of the 
target sentence (1c). We also classify the chancellor·FEM as Cb(1a) because we consider her the 
sentence topic of (1a). In contrast, the male minister is Cb(1c´) and Cp(1c´) in the variant (1c´) of the 
target sentence. 
 According to Centering, the transitions from (1a) to (1b) and from (1b) to (1c) are both 
continuations, as Cb(Un–1) = Cb(Un) = Cp(Un). The transition from (1b) to (1c´), however, is a 
(smooth) shift, as Cb(Un–1) ≠ Cb(Un) = Cp(Un) (shifting-1 in Brennan et al., 1987). As claimed by 
Grosz et al. (1995: 210), Cb(Un) will be the most likely candidate for Cb(Un+1) after a continuation 
from Un–1 to Un. We assume that a likely candidate sentence is easier to process than a less likely 
candidate, because the reader expects to encounter a likely candidate but not an unlikely candidate. 
We therefore predict that (1c) is easier to process than (1c´) after the sequence (1a)-(1b). 



 Next, we turn to the transition from (1a) to (1b´). Disregarding the OVS constituent order of 
(1b´), the chancellor·FEM is its backward looking center Cb(1b´), as indicated by the pronoun. We 
assume, however, that the first mentioned minister is now the preferred forward looking center 
Cp(1b´). Unlike the continuation from (1a) to (1b), the transition from (1a) to (1b´) then instantiates a 
retaining, as Cb(Un–1) = Cb(Un) ≠ Cp(Un). Yet, after a retaining from Un–1 to Un, Cb(Un) is not a likely 
candidate for Cb(Un+1) (Grosz et al., 1995: 210). We therefore predict an interaction between the 
constituent order of the context sentence, SVO in (1b) versus OVS in (1b´), and the kind of transition 
from the context to the target sentence: the continuation in case of (1c) with a feminine pronoun is 
easier to process after the continuation from (1a) to (1b) whereas the shift in case of (1c´) with a 
masculine pronoun is easier to process after the retaining from (1a) to (1b´). This interaction was 
corroborated by the reading times for the target sentence in Experiment 1 (except for a small sub-
sample of participants who showed a reversed pattern). 
 Experiment 2 addressed the second device supposed to perform an unexpected topic shift: the 
type of pronoun in the target sentence. In addition to personal pronouns like sie ‚she’ and er ‚he’, 
German has demonstrative pronouns like die (feminine) and der (masculine), which roughly translate 
as ‚that one’. Bosch and Umbach (2007) provide experimental and corpus evidence that personal 
subject pronouns are preferably assigned to subject antecedents whereas demonstrative subject 
pronouns are preferably assigned to non-subject antecedents with the latter preference being more 
pronounced than the former. In Experiment 2, we used the same stimuli as in Experiment 1 except that 
(1c´), the target sentence involving a topic shift by way of a masculine personal pronoun, was replaced 
with (1c´´), a target sentence variant involving a shift by way of a masculine demonstrative pronoun. 
 
(1) c´´  Der verweigerte dem Journalisten eine Stellungnahme. 
   ‚That-oneMASC/NOM refused the journalist a comment.’ 
 
We were particularly interested in how the two devices implementing a topic shift interact. If 
demonstrative pronouns prefer to perform unexpected shifts while disprefering expected shifts, a shift 
with (1c´´) should suffer from the retaining in (1b´) like a continuation with (1c). Indeed, Experiment 
2 yielded two main effects without interaction: a shift with (1c´´) was more difficult to process than a 
continuation with (1c) with a preceding retaining from (1a) to (1b´) producing additional costs for 
either transition. As (1c´´) in Experiment 2 was not easier to process after (1b) than (1c´) in 
Experiment 1, reading times yielded no direct evidence for demonstrative pronouns as a means to 
perform a topic shift (though we have offline data supporting this claim). However, personal and 
demonstrative pronouns responded oppositely to the position of their antecedents which are more 
prominent in preverbal than in postverbal position. Personal pronouns preferred assignments to 
preverbal subjects and objects whereas demonstrative pronouns preferred assignments to postverbal 
objects. We conclude that the retaining promoted the prominence of the non-topic to the effect that it 
was easier assigned by a personal pronoun but more difficult assigned by a demonstrative pronoun. 
 Our final Experiment 3 demonstrated that the Cb(1b´), the chancellor·FEM mentioned 
postverbally, isn’t a good antecedent for a demonstrative pronoun either although it is not the preferred 
forward looking center Cp(1b´). Hence, German personal and demonstrative pronouns don’t behave in 
a complementary fashion as both the postverbal chancellor·FEM and the preverbal minister are 
reluctant to be assigned by a subsequent demonstrative pronoun. Our experiments thus add to the 
evidence of Kaiser and Trueswell (2008) on the non-complementary function of (Finish) personal and 
demonstrative pronouns. 
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